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The United States education system is by far one of the most important systems in the
country since it is what will teach our young how to inherit the world. These spaces, ideally, are
safe spaces that let children learn in peace with other students alongside them. Though in recent
years there have been a verity of reports of bullying throughout the United States. There is major
concern over bullying issues happening nationwide, and in order to fix this nationwide issue,
school administrators must remove a bully, take bullying claims more seriously, and educate
parents on bullying.
There are many serious physical and mental health concerns that are a proxy of bullying
from an increase in headaches and colds to full on depression disorders, and whatever physical
wounds are present from physical beatings (Wolke and Lereya 2014). However there still is hope
to help fix this wrong and help kids feel safe again. One Such claim would be taking the claim of
bullying to that of suicide, where it is taken seriously and investigated in once capacity or
another to keep kids safe from a harasser. (Model School District Policy On Suicide Prevention
2019).
Even with the current state of the education system, there still may be hope for future
change to improve and make our schools safer. Talking these claims more seriously or even just
educating others on how to stand up to bullies can leave drastic improvement. Though our
education system is flawed there is a change we can change it for the better.
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